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WolfVision Introduces new VZ-8neo+ Visualizer system
at ISE 2018
KLAUS, AUSTRIA – January 23, 2018. WolfVision, the Austrian manufacturer of
presentation and collaboration technology solutions, announces an extension to its
product range of Visualizer systems - the new WolfVision VZ-8neo+ Visualizer will be
introduced at this year’s ISE 2018 show.
The VZ-8neo+ features a native 1080p HD CMOS camera, 60 frames per second, and a
24x zoom, which picks up objects as large as an open book or as small as a fingernail and
enlarge them in full size to fill a display screen. Uniquely, for WolfVision ‘Neo’ Visualizer
systems, the VZ-8neo+ also features an LCD preview monitor incorporated into the
camera arm, which makes it easy to position items correctly on the working surface
without needing to turn around to check the display monitor.
This Visualizer also comes with an adjustment-free LED lighting system, Power over
Ethernet Plus, HDMI In/Out, and intelligent automatic control of all focus, brightness,
and white balance settings. Also provided are audio Line In/Line Out, H.264 streaming,
and an infrared remote control.
The VZ-8neo+ is designed to be very easy to use, and its true-to-life imaging capability
together with exceptional smoothness of motion ensures a distraction-free working and
learning experience for presenters, students, and work colleagues alike.
Standard VZ-8neo+ Visualizers are supplied with a working plate, but they are also
available to order with WolfVision’s popular space-saving 90° ‘swivel plate’ option
instead. This allows the camera arm to be mounted directly onto a desktop or podium,
with the option to rotate the camera head through 90° for easy storage.
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WolfVision is a worldwide developer and manufacturer of innovative presentation and
collaboration systems. Many internationally renowned universities and other
organizations use WolfVision Visualizer and Cynap presentation, collaboration, and
knowledge sharing technology solutions, to optimize information handling throughout
their organizations.
Committed to ‘Driving the Creation of Knowledge’, WolfVision makes continuous
investment into research and development, and has won many awards for outstanding
innovation and design performance. The company has its headquarters in Austria, and
has subsidiaries in USA, Japan, Germany, Singapore, Canada, Dubai, Norway, and the
United Kingdom.
More information: www.wolfvision.com
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